Propaganda postcards
Great Britain
GB1 Important events pre-1914, South African War

Important Events

Miscellaneous (1) – (6)
Royalty (7) – (47)
Religious (48) – (51)
Sporting (52) – (59)
Polar Expeditions (60) – (71)
Flight and Travel (72) – (75)
Funerals (excl. royalty) (76) – (82)
Animal Related (83) – (84)
Theatrical (85)
Military Miscellaneous (86) – (90)

South African War

[Foreign-language postcards, many anti-British]
Foreign Cartoons (1) (91) – (178)

The Course of the War (179) – (226)

Foreign Cartoons (2) (227) – (304)
Dr. Eysler & Co. Gruss vom Kriegsschauplatz. Anti-British Boer War. Artist F.G.? (234) – (266)
Le bon vivant. Boërs et anglais. Anti-British Boer War (270) – (273)
French Anti-British S.A. No publisher named. Artists: Frédillo, Les Norwin’s, Arth Thiele (Leipzig). (277) – (298)
French S.A. War. Cartoon of Kruger. Leal da Camara (299) – (302)
French S.A. War. P.C. to be sent to Tsar Agnifrères? Artist: A. Willette (303)
French S.A. War. No publisher named. Artist: Orens (304)
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Patriotic (305) – (315)

British Patriotic – no publisher named (Patriotic Pictorial P.C. Co?) (316) – (331)

British Humorous (332) – (336)

British Cartoons of Personalities (337) – (338)

British Generals: Elliott & Fry (339) – (340)

British Generals: Tucks (341) – (347)

British Generals: no publisher named (348) – (355)

Roberts and Kitchener (356) – (375)

CIVs (376) – (379)

British Cartoons (380) – (383)

C.W. Faulkner: Patriotic (including patriotic envelopes) (384) – (413)

Peace Cards (414) – (430)

Unity & Friendship with G. B. (431) – (433)

Boer Leaders (434) – (460)

Kruger (461) – (498)

Pro-Boer Cards (499) – (503)

British War Memorials (504) – (523)

Boer War Memorials (524) – (531)

Boer Cards (both British and Boer cards of battlefields etc.) (532) – (547)

Scenes (548) – (575)

Picture P.C. Co. Ltd. (576) – (611)

British Commanders (612) – (642)

Other Wars (643) – (650)

Miscellaneous – Patriotic (651) – (652)

GB2 Pre 1914 politics
Tariff reform cartoons
Austen Chamberlain
Joseph Chamberlain
David Lloyd-George
William E Gladstone
Politicians - Individuals
Politicians - Groups
Church Personalities

**GB3 Pre 1914 Politics**
Colonial Conference 1907
Siege of Sydney Street 1911
Relations with Japan
Whit Monday Parades
Funerals
Royal Visits
Ireland
Licensing Bill 1908
 Strikes & Industrial Disputes
The Unemployed
Local Elections
The Budget 1909
The Campaign against Lever Bros.
Portsmouth Mutiny 1906
Nelson Day 1905
Empire Day 1910
Pre 1914 Events
Suffragette Leaders
Suffragette Events
Suffragette Cartoons
Daily Herald Cartoons

**GB 4 Pre 1914 Political & Military**
Passive Resisters Meetings
Trade Unions
Politicians – Pearl Series
Politicians – Wrench Series
Politicians – Election Series
Politicians – Knight Series
Politicians – Stewart & Woolf
Politicians – Misc. Manufacturers
Political Personalities – Tuck Series
General Election 1906
General Election 1910
The Army
The Navy
Military & Naval Leaders
Non Political Personalities
Franco British Relations – visits and exhibitions
Labour Movement
Misc. & unidentified
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**GB 4A Pre 1914 Political Cartoons**
David Allen & Sons
The Pictorial Political Series
Pall Mall Gazette “Fiscal” Series
Cynicus Art Publishing Co.
Reliable Series
Wrench Series
Winnie Burmand
The Premier Picture Post Card
Tucks “Fiscal” Series
Harlequin Series
National Series, Millar & Lang
Landeker & Brown “Ellanbee” Fiscal Series
Dainty Series E.T.W. Dennis, Scarborough
M.E. & Co.
National Series
W. & A.K. Johnston
Westminster Cartoons Series 1 – 4
Daily Chronicle
Hill, Siffken & Co. (L.P.A. Ltd.) Holloway
Herriot Series
Valentine Series
Misc. Manufacturers
Misc. Manufacturers Sets
National Insurance & Compensation Acts
Tariff Reform – The-up-to-date Postcard Co.
Tariff Reform – C.W. Faulkner & Co.
Tariff Reform – Harry Furniss Political P.C. Co.
Socialist Cartoons
Newcastle Socialist Society
David Allen & Sons “Free Trade”
Bert Thomas Caricatures
Safeguarding
Conservative Post Cards
Misc Library Slips

**GB5 WW1 Cartoons, Patriotic and Humour**
Alfred Stiebel & Co “Modern Humour”
Alphalsa Publishing
A M Davis & Co:-
“Comic Animals”
“Khaki Kiddies”
Art and Humour Publishing Co:-
“War Workers”
“Peace”
“Other Singletons”
Bamforth & Co Ltd:-
“Comic”
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“War Cartoons”
“Witty”
“Witty Comic”
“Patriot”
B & C “Savoy” Series
C W Faulkner & Co Ltd
E Mack
Gale & Polden
Geo. Pulman & Sons “Quaint”
Inter Art Co
J Beagles and Co
J Salmon
The Lawrence and Jellicoe “London Opinion”
National Series
Philco Series
Photochrom Co Ltd:-
“Camp Silhouette”
“American Silhouette”
“Celesque”
Regent Publishing Co Ltd
Raphael Tuck & Sons:-
“Oilette Series”
“Our Special Constables”
“Photogravure Series”
W & K Humour
W N Sharpe Ltd:-
“Classic Series”
“Juvenile Defenders”
“Youthful Ideas of Patriotism”
Misc Manufacturers
Ludgate Series
Lover Series
Out for Victory
Naval Cartoons

GB5a WW1 Cartoons, Patriotic and Humour contd
Bystander (Bruce Bairnsfather) “Fragments from France”
Jarrold and Sons “Punch” Series
Alfred Stiebel & Co “Patriotic” Series
Avenue Press Series 1
B B Ltd
Boots the Chemist
Dobson Molle & Co Ltd “St Clair” War Series
J Beagles and Co Ltd Patriotic
J Salmon “Children of the Allies”
John Thridgould and Co
Raphael Tuck & Sons “Oilette” Patriotic
Regent Publishing Co Patriotic
W & K
Woodland Card Co Ltd
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Patriotic Cards, misc Publishers
Anti- Kaiser Cartoons:-
   Bamforth & Co Ltd “War Cartoons” Series
   E Mack
   Inter Art Co
   H B Publishing
   J Salmon
   Lawrence & Jellicoe
   Raphael Tuck & Sons
   Regent Publishing “War Series”
   W N Sharpe Ltd “Classic all British” Series
Volunteers and Recruitment:-
   Alphalsa Publishing Co
   Bamforth & Co Ltd “Comic” and “Witty Comic” Series
   C W Faulkner & Co Ltd
   E Mack
   Inter-Art Co
   J Salmon
   Raphael Tuck & Sons
   Misc publishers
Home Front and Rationing:-
   Art & Humour Publishing “Food Budget” Series
   Bamforth & Co “Witty” and “Witty Comic” Series
   Inter-Art Co
   Photochrom “Celesque” Series
   Raphael Tuck & Sons “Oilette”
   Regent Publishing
   W & K Publishing
   Misc Publishers
Birthday Cartoons
Women in cartoons:-
   Art & Humour
   Bamforth & Co “Witty” and “Witty Comic” Series
   Inter-Art
   Raphael Tuck & Sons “Oilette”
   Misc Publishers
Valentines Series, Patriotic and Humour

GB6 WW1 patriotic cartoons, Christmas and birthdays, women, anti-war
British Patriotic
   A. Vivian Mansell & Co.
Flags
Religious
Regimental Cartoons
Trinidad and Tobago
Misc Publishers “Nap Hand”
Poetry and musical scores
Christmas and seasonal, including regimental Christmas cards
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Women and war work
Anti-war
German Barbarity
Sinking of Lusitania
German Fleet at Scapa Flow

**GB7 WW1 patriotic non-cartoons**
Individual soldiers
Grouped soldiers
Wounded servicemen
Hospitals, transport of wounded, medical fund raising
Refugees
Tanks
British War Damage, including zeppelin damage
Zeppelins
British postcards of European war damage
British postcards of the Indian Army
German Prisoners of War and Concert Parties
Captured German weapons

**GB8 WW1 and post war, memorials, etc.**
Victory March, Peace Day 1919, Temporary Cenotaph
Unveiling of the second Cenotaph and Funeral of the Unknown Warrior, 1920:-
   Beagles
   W & K London
   Misc Publishers
War memorials
Peace Celebrations
Occupation of Cologne
British Army in Cologne 1919-20
Life in British Army Camp (Liedenhausen)
The war at sea

**GB9 WW1: British postcards, life at the front**
Life at the front, misc publishers
Edith Cavell
Dobson, Molle & Co. German posters, occupation of France & Belgium
The war in the air
The Eastern Front
Imperial War Museum

**GB10 WW1 British postcards, life at the front contd**
Mediterranean and Middle East
Volunteers
Daily Mail “Active Service” series
Daily Mail “War Pictures” series
“YMCA”
“Titbits” series
Daily Mail “Canadian Official” series
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“World War” series
Underwood & Underwood “Official War Photo” series

GB11 Post 1918-c.1950s
The Mountbattens,
Earl Haig
Church personalities, 1919-1939
Church Personalities 1940 -
Military and naval personalities, 1919-1939
Personalities, 1919-1939
Personalities 1940 -
“Brooklet” V C Series
Actors 1950 -
Events, 1919-1940
Royal Events
Edward VIII
The Modern Army
The General Strike
Wembley Exhibition, 1924
Festival of Britain, 1951
Winston Churchill
1945 – 1960 Misc
Postcards of badges
Post Card Partnership anecdotes series
Anti-Common Market cartoon
Labour Weekly “1945 revisited” series
“Brave New World” series
Miscellaneous humorous cartoons
WW2

GB12 Politics, 1950s-80s
Great Britain misc, 1953-
Anti-Labour postcards, 1969-70
Political postcards:
Sets
Margaret Thatcher
John Major
Neil Kinnock
The Birmingham 6
Leicestershire Boundary Disputes
Anti-vivisection
Job Centres
Anti-Poll Tax
Counter Series political cards
Misc political – UK
Nelson Mandela - South Africa
Non UK political
Non postcard items:
General Elections, 1959, 1964
South Kensington by-election, 14 March 1968
Postal strike
Tax on wine
Misc
GB13 Politics, 1980s
Trade Union Banners
Private Eye
Fabian Society
Anti-American (Reagan)
Anti-SDP
Anti-police
Feminist
Miners’ strike, 1984-85
CND propaganda
CND demonstrations
Anti-nuclear
Greenham Common by Tabitha Salmon
Northern Ireland
Falklands
Anti-Thatcher
Anti-Conservative government

GB14 Politics 1980s-2000s
Mostly unsorted; includes:
   Trooping of the colour
   1983 election
   GLC series, 1984

GB15 Politics 1990s
Unsorted; also includes 1983 election

GB16 Politics 1990s-2000s
Unsorted; also includes 1983 election

GB17 Politics 1990s-2000s
Unsorted; also includes 1983 election

GB18 Royalty pre-1952 (too full)
Queen Victoria
King Edward VII

GB19 Royalty pre-1952
King George V
Queen Mary
Children of King George V and Queen Mary (groups)
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**GB20 Royalty**
- King Edward VIII – later Duke of Windsor
- King George VI
- Other members of the Royal Family
- Children of Queen Victoria and their descendants
- Son of King Edward VII – Duke of Clarence
- Children of King George V
- The Tech family (descendants of King George III)
- Miscellaneous, including palaces, etc.

**GB21 Royalty post-1952**
- Princess Elizabeth
- Duke of Edinburgh and betrothal of Queen Elizabeth II
- Coronation, 1953
- Elizabeth II (section including some postcards of the Duke of Edinburgh)
- Family of Queen Elizabeth II, 1948-
- Prince Charles
- Diana
- Miscellaneous, unsorted

**GB22 Royalty post-1952, politics 1980s**
- Royalty post-1952
  - Anti-royal family
  - Wedding of Prince Andrew and Sarah Ferguson
  - Wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer
  - Royal residences
- Some non-royal cartoons and caricatures

**GB23 Royalty post-1982**
- Includes Garter procession
- Diana
- Miscellaneous

**GB24 Royalty 1970s-**
- Includes Princess Diana

**Italy 1**
- Pre-Fascist
- WW1 cartoons
- Fascist period and WW2
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**Italy 2**
Includes:
- Italy 1930s
- Ethiopian War 1935-1936
- WW2
  - Mussolini’s public works program
    - In Rome and environs
    - Foro Italico, Foro Mussolini
    - Outside Rome
      - Buildings completed after Mussolini’s death
- Italy post WW2
  - Including United Colours of Benetton

**Italy 3**
Unsorted, but all Popes and religion, 1930s-(1980s?)

**European Royalty**
1 box: unsorted

**Japan**
- Russo-Japanese war
- Tokyo Olympics, 1964
- Russo-Japanese war (continued)
  - French cartoons
  - British cartoons
  - Japanese cards
- Navy
- Army
- Imperial family
- Emperors of Korean Japan
- Hirohito
- Japan 1960s

**France 1: Ancien France**
Unsorted, includes Ancien Paris
Also includes Lord Nelson
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**France 2: pre-1914**
France to 1899
State visits before 1914
Paris floods Jan-Feb 1910
Early motoring
Early aeronautical
Humbert affair 1902
Paris exhibition, 1900
France 1900-1910
Dreyfus affair
French Empire (Colonial)
Political cartoons of Loubet’s state visits
Cartoons of heads of state
Political cartoons: Internal affairs pre-1914
Political cartoons: Foreign affairs pre-1914
Political cartoons of French presidents pre-1914
Miscellaneous (to be sorted)
Serbian postcard, “prob. Belgrade”

**France 3: pre-1914**
Early French postcards
France 1910-1914
Presidents pre-1914
Franco-Prussian war 1870-1871: French cards (move to France 2?)
Alsace and Lorraine pre-1914
French newspapers of Belle Epoque
Paris commune 1871
Personalities pre-1914
Bonaparte family
Franco-Russian relations pre-1914
Franco-British relations pre-1914
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France 4: WW1
WW1 damage France S – unidentified
Towns, A
Towns, B-Z
French WW1 “La guerre dans le Nord”
Life at the front
German P.O.W
German occupation
WW1 occupied France [j.f card at back]
Sets:
- Arras (x 2)
  - Coucy-le-Chateau
  - Les églises martyres
  - Les forts
  - Lille
- Paris
- Reims (x 2)
- Verdun

France 4a: WW1
War damage France A-R

France 5: WW1 Cartoons and artists’ impressions
Cartoons
- Anti-Kaiser
- Italy
- Nos allies
- Alsace-Lorraine
- P.J. Gallaise et Cie
- Nos Poilus
- Judex
- Patriotic
- Humourous and frivolous
- Anti German
- Artists’ view of war
- Sentimental
- Subscription to loans
- Bacconier
- Dupuis & Chambry

+ *Drawings of a Neutral* Louis Raemaekers (3 sets)
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**France 6**
First world war silks
French army alphabetical
French army uniforms
French Army Regiments
Post WW1
Peace celebration
Treaty of Versailles 1919
1919-1929
1919-1939 large
1930-1939, including Paris exhibition, 1937
20 veritables photographier de la liberation
**War postcards (Section photographique de l’armée française)**
Silks (sent from France but in English)

**France 7**
Général de Gaulle et Colombey-les-deux-Eglises
France 1945 –
Cartoons, etc.
Including French postcards about international politics: Thatcher, etc.

**France 8**
Modern unsorted, including:
Presidents of Fifth Republic
Gulf War
British royal family

**France 9**
Modern unsorted, including:
Iraq War

**France 10**
Modern unsorted
Mostly cartoons, 2000s

**WW1 Allies 1**
Personalities
Personalities Groups
British war heroes
VC / DCM recipients

**WW1 Allies 2**
Sets
French postcards of war damage
French postcards of life at the Front
WW1 Allies 3
French cards – British army in france
Western front 1914-1918
War trophies
Paris WW1 14th July celebrations
Funeral general Gallieni 1th June 1916
English cards of French and Belgian army
Other theatres of war “En Orient”, “Aux Dardanelles”, “
French WW1 Sentimental
French WW1 Patriotic
Wounded servicemen
“The Americans” in France WW1
French postcards
La guerre dans le Nord
WW1 sets
The British Army in France (some but not all French)
Western front, 1914 (some but not all French)
French postcards
En Orient
Naval
Sentimental
Patriotic
Postcards from the A. Richards series

WW1 Allies 4
French postcards – WW1 French personalities A-Z
British cards – WW1 French personalities A-Z
German commemorative madals (British Museum WW1 series)
Imperial War Museum

WW1 Allies 5
War damage – Belgium A-Y, sets, unidentified
Cemeteries and memorials
The armistice (French cards)
German standards captured by the French (French cards)
Liberation of German occupied territory (French cards)
The Belgian army
Belgian cartoons
Belgium: war damage army
The Balkans (French cards)
Russian cartoons
Italian postcards
Dutch postcards, war damage antwerp
Italian cartoons
Dutch cartoons
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**WW1 Allies 6**
Switzer land
Australian
Polish
Dutch
Belgian
Turkish
Greek
Canadian
Russian
Czech
Italian
Spanish
American

ANZAC (4)
Polish (3)
Dutch (1)
Belgian (20 + 21 sets, 18 sets of 10, 2 sets of 12, 1 set of 20)
Turkish (2)
Greek (15 + set of 20)
Canadian (14 + set of 25)
Russian (44)
Czech (2)
Italian (64)
Spanish (17)
USA (18)

**WWII Allies I**
Second World War. British government. Allied leaders in 1939
Politics 1939-1945: 2nd WW.
Paris 1944
Imperial war museum cards small
*Battle of Britain* film
Imperial war museum cards large
*The Battle of Britain*
War memorials
“A collection of original photos of ‘Hiroshima’”
Planes
Valentine’s Aircraft recognition cards: The Proficiency Test Series(Third Class)
U.S. Air Force
War damage
War planes (including British postcards showing German planes)
Miscellaneous unsorted
Evreux, June 1940
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**WWII Allies II**
Unsorted; includes:
- Belgium propaganda, cartoons etc.
- Netherlands: propaganda, cartoons, etc.
- France: propaganda, cartoons, etc.
- Poles in exile
- Britain propaganda, cartoons etc.
- Italy: propaganda, cartoons, etc.
- Russian postcards (there are some Russian postcards in the box, but no index note)

**WWII Allies III**
Unsorted; includes:
- Allied forces in Britain
- WW2 British War Artists’ exhibition

**WWII Axis Powers**
Unsorted; includes:
- Sinking of Graf Spee, December 1939
- Public buildings in Berlin
- Munich
- War damage in Germany

**Russia 1**
Unsorted

**Russia 2**
Unsorted

**Russia 3**
Tsarina Alexandra Feodorovna
Tsarist Russia
Russian Revolution, 1905
Russia, 1917
Russian Imperial family
Tsar Nicholas II
Family of Nicholas II (family groups)
Russo-Japanese war
- Incident of 22 Oct 1904
- Russian cards
- Other cards
USSR: small
USSR: Arts Council art in revolution exhibition, 1971
USSR: V. I. Lenin
(This box includes non-Russian postcards depicting Russia.)

**Russia 4**
Unsorted, mainly sets
- Includes an envelope of “Original translations of Soviet cards”
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**USA 1**
President
To Woodrow Wilson (1913-1921)
Warren Harding (1921-1923) to Franklin D. Roosevelt (1933-1945)

1960s election candidates
President John F. Kennedy and Kennedy family
Family and Hyannis Port, Palm Beach
Assassination
First grave
Mrs Jacqueline Kennedy
Memorials
Final grave
Robert Kennedy

**USA 2**
 Presidents
Lyndon B. Johnson
Jimmy Carter
Ronald Reagan
George H. W. Bush

Personalities, celebrities, politicians

**USA 3**
Space travel
Miscellaneous, 1970s-2000s
Space program missiles
Various companies
Central Florida Distributors
Scenic South Card Co.
Colourpicture

NASA tours
Apollo 8 mission (Scenic South)
Apollo 11 and moon landing
NASA tours
Various companies
Dixon/Lotus Cards

Space program astronauts
USA 4
Armed forces
   Navy
   Air Force
   Marine Corps
   Army
American events, including wars and invasions; includes:
   San Francisco earthquake, 1906
   Panama Canal
   1960s
      George Wallace, Lurleen Wallace
      Alabama
      Alaskan earthquake, 1964
Middle East wars
Desert Storm, Saddam Hussein, Iraq, Desert Shield
American involvement abroad
September 11th

Germany 1 pre-1914
Germany pre-1901 state and city arms
Imperial German army manoeuvres
Germany 1901-1914
Anglo-German relations pre-1914
State Events Pre 1914
Niederwald Denkmal
Monuments to emperors
Overseas Empire
Bismarck
Franco-Prussian War: German cards

Germany 2 pre-1914 + post 1914
German Royal family
German army pre-1914
German navy pre-1914
Kaiser Wilhelm I pre-1914
Kaiser Wilhelm II
Personalities
German army 1914
Kaiser’s silver Jubilee 1913

Germany 3 pre-1914, WW1
Pre-1914, misc
Post 1914 misc
The war in China
Imperial German army cartoons
WW1 Naval:
   Battleships
   The War at Sea
   Welfare Cards for Veterans
   Mines
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Torpedo Boats
“U” Boats
“U” Boat Deutschland
“U” Boats and Raid on Zeebrugge (Real Photographs)
Sailors
German Fleet at Scapa Flow
Zeppelins & Airships
Prisoners of War

Germany 4 WW1
Personalities A-Z
Greetings Cards, Easter Christmas and New Year
Cartoons – Children
Lustige Blätter Cartoons
“Feldskizze” Series
Artist impressions of war
Red Cross
German WW1 Novelty Cards
German Army Welfare Cards for Veterans

Germany 5 WW1
Weapons
Life at the Front
Maps
Uniforms
Individual soldiers
Groups of soldiers
German retreat
Cologne 1919
Berlin 1919 – revolution and strikes
Sentimental

Germany 6 WW1
Political Cartoons
War damage
The Dead
Cemeteries and War Memorials
Field postcards
Patriotic
Home Front
Aircraft
French cards – misc German subjects

Germany 7 1920s-1930s
1920s
1930s
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1933 Nazi Party rally
Reichspresident Hindenburg
German cities 1930s
Swastika in sky
A. Hitler photos and portraits

Germany 8 1930s-1940s
Reichswehr & Wehrmacht
Nazi art
Nazi sculpture
Nazi leaders, 1933-1939
Ritter V. Epp
Goebbels
Goering
R.Hess
Germany 8 1930s-1940s (cont)
Himmler
Ley
Lütze
V. Schirach
Horst Wessel
Nazi personalities – misc
Misc public buildings – monuments
Rhineland, 1936
Nazi film stars
Olympic Games, 1936
Mussolini’s visit to Germany, September 1937
Anschluss, Mar 1938
Plebiscite, 10 April 1938
Munich Pact, 1938
Bohemia and Moravia, 1939
Nazi exhibitions
Return of former German colonies
Anti-Semitic
Nazi propaganda: identification with great German heroes
Commemoration of 1923 Munich Putsch
Early Nazi postcards
Nazi party meetings, parades
Nuremberg party rally 1933
Nuremberg party rally 1934
Nuremberg party rally 1936
Nuremberg party rally 1937
Nuremberg party rally 1938
Merchant navy
Navy
K.D.F.
W.H.W.
Nationaler feiertag
A. Hitler: photos and drawings
Houses
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Photos: public occasions
    Birthday cards
Photos: informal
    WW1 photos
    Adolf Hitler’s maxims
Erntedankfest
Anti-Bolshevik
Nuremberg party rallies, 1933-1938 (by year)
National holidays

Germany 8(A) WW2
Hitler: Formal photographs
    WW1 photographs
    Public occasions
    Birthday cards
    Informal photos
    Photos with children
    Colour photos
    Drawings
    Houses
    Maxims
    Making speech (set of 6)

Germany 9 WW2
Luftwaffe
Der Adler
Rally of H.J. at Linz, 3 April 1938
Hitler youth
S.A.
S.S.
Nazi Labour Corps
Wehrmacht
Women at work series
N.S. women’s
The role of women
Unsorted

Germany 10 WW2
Bombing
Armistice June 1940
Poland 1939
Air raid cards
Postal stationery
Army twindrors
Arbeit = Freiheit und Broot
Privately taken photos
Fainzer 27.10.43
Personalities
Exhibitions
Christmas
Miscellaneous
Anti-British

**Germany 10 WW2 (cont)**
Anti-Bolshevik
Kampf im Osten
Die Wehrmacht
German homeland
Song cards
Marching songs
SS
Danzig, 1939
Alsace-Lorraine
Gouvernement-General
Posters
Red Cross
Quotations
Verlag Carl Werner
HDK
Army: artists’ work
Navy photos
Navy – artists’ work
Ax Heu
Mit Unseren fahnen ist der sieg
W. Willrich
Hauptman Baunbach
Artists’ studies of German civilians
Artists imp. of civilian types
Miscellaneous Portuguese(?) cards
Army photos

**Germany 11 WW2**
Miscellaneous
Nazi architecture
Nazi public works
Berlin under Nazis
Berlin views 1930s
Munich views 1930s
Nuremberg views 1930s
Nuremberg Reichsparteitag
German cities under Nazis
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**Germany 12 West Germany and Berlin, 1945 - 1960s**

Miscellaneous, including public buildings

West Germany, 1945-
- SPD leaders and personalities
  - Dr. Adenauer
  - Bundespräsident Heuss
  - Bundespräsident Lübke
  - Bundespräsident Heinemann

Berlin, 1945-
West Germany, 1945-
Personnel
- Including visit of Elizabeth II, 1965
- Free Democrat Party politicians
- Christian Democrat politicians

Berlin Wall, 1961-

**Germany 13 1970s onwards**

Unsorted

**Germany 14 1970s onwards**

Unsorted
- Much in envelopes
- One dividing slip reads “BRD – FGR”

**Germany 15 Imperial and Royal Families (1)**

German royal families. 1) The Imperial and Prussian royal family (Hohenzomerens[?])

Kaiser Wilhelm I
- Miscellaneous
  - Photographs in military and naval uniforms
  - In exile
  - Silver Wedding, 1906
  - The Kaiser in England
  - The Kaiser (Rotary series)

Kaiser Wilhelm II

Kaiser Friedrich III

The Kaiserin

The Kaiser and his family to 1905

The Kaiser and his family from 1905

Crown Prince

Marriage of the Crown Prince 6 June 1905

Crown Princess Cecilie

Family of the Crown Prince

Prince Adalbert

Prince August Wilhelm and family
Germany 16 Imperial and Royal Families (2)
Prince Eitel Friedrich
Prince Henry
Prince Joachim
Prince Oscar
Princess Victoria Luise
Funeral of the Kaiserin
Sovereign houses of the German Empire
  Anhalt (Duchy)
  Baden (Grand Duchy)
    Max of Baden
  Bavaria (Kingdom)
  Brunswick & Hanover (Duchy)
    Ernst August of Brunswick & Hanover
  Hesse (Darmstadt) Grand Dukes of Hesse and Prince Ludwig
  Hohenzollern (Princely branch)
  Mecklenburg-Schwerin(?) (Grand Duchy)
    Alexandra Louise
  Mecklenburg-Strelitz (Grand Duchy)
    Grossherzogin von Mecklenburg-Strelitz
  Oldenburg (Grand Duchy)
    Nicolas of Oldenburg
  Reuss (Principality)
  Saxony (Kingdom)
    Children of Saxony
  Saxe-Altenburg (Duchy)
    Family of Sachsen Altenburg
  Saxe-Coburg & Saxe-Gotha (Duchy)
  Saxe-Meiningen (Duchy)
  Saxe-Weimar-Eisenbach (Grand Duchy)
  Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt (Principality)
  Schwarzburg-Sondershausen (Principality)
  Waldeck Pyrmont (Principality)
  Württemberg (Kingdom)
    Wilhelm II, King of Württemberg
Non-sovereign houses
  Hesse (Cassel) former Electors of Hesse
  Hohenlohe-Langenburg
  Schlesing-Holstein (Duchy)
    Prince Christian Schesing-Holstein
  Schönborg-Waldenburg (Principality)
  Stolberg-Stolberg (Principality)
  Wied (principality): Prince William of Wied, was King of Albania 1913-14
Other Countries 1
Africa
Asia (Far East) – not China
Belgium misc

Other countries 2
Bulgaria
Canada
Central and South America
Denmark
Finland
Greece
Hungary
India and Pakistan
Middle East (including Egypt and Israel)
Monaco
Norway
Poland

Other countries 3
Portugal
Portuguese language
Romania
    Michael of Romania
Spain
    Spanish Civil War
    El Generalissimo Franco
Sweden
Switzerland and League of Nations
    WW1
Turkey
United Nations
Yugoslavia, including Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia, Slovenia
    Peter of Serbia
    Alexander of Yugoslavia
    Peter of Yugoslavia
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John Fraser Collection Topographical Postcards

Topographical London (1)
A to I

Topographical London (2)
J to R

Topographical London (3)
S to Z

Topographical London (4)
Sets
L.L. (Louis Levy) Monochrome and tinted
Tucks The Royal Mews, Buckingham Palace
Celesque London types
Madame Tussaud Chamber of Horrors
Photographic Greeting Card Co. Souvenir Set
Charles Skiltons London Life
St. Paul Hospital Competition London general
The Royal Mint Pictorial set
Tucks London General
London by floodlight London from the air
The Aircraft Manufacturing Co. “Real Photographs”
Gordon Fraser Artists’ impressions
Chromart Historic London
Universal Postal Union General London (pie-crust edge)
Frith’s General London (pie-crust edge)
Valentines Historic London
London Museum

Hotels, Restaurants and Theatres, A-Z

Kensington (A-Z)
Chelsea – General
Putney – General

Topographical London (5)
A-Z, modern and oversize

Topographical GB (excl London) (1)
Includes:
UK Natural Colours Pub. S.& S. Sutton & Sons
W.F. Sedgwick Ltd.
UK colour, no identification
UK Finlay Colour
John Fraser Collection postcards: rough index to boxes

GB pre-1914 towns, A-E

**Topographical GB (excl London) (2)**
Towns, F-P

**Topographical GB (excl London) (3), Ireland**
Towns, R-Z
Ireland

**Topographical France (1)**
Social life: Pre-1914, arranged by départements, then by town
  1-10, 11-20 … 91-100
  Département unknown
Social life 1920s
  1-10, etc.
Social life 1930s
  1-10, etc.
Social life 1950s
  1-10, etc.
Social life 1960s
  1-10, etc.
Social life 1970s
  21-30, etc.
French colonies
France social

**Topographical Germany (1 box)**
Towns, arranged alphabetically A-Z, including:
  Munich views in colour
  Nuremberg views; pub. Liebermann & Co.
  Potsdam, Lumière views of; pub. A. Wertheim, Berlin
  Stuttgart, Lumière Kunstanstalt E. Schreiber
Mountains, lakes and rivers
Social, including:
  German Naturfaben photos
  Passionsspiele Oberammergau, 1922
Misc letter
Grouped by publication details
  Farbenphotos nach Lumière; aufn. von Hans Hildenbrand, Stuttgart;
  presumably 1908 or later
  System Prof. Miethe Reproduktion nach Naturfarben Photographie; 1904 and
  1906
  Photochromie, Nenke & Ostermaier, Dresden; one dated 1910
  Martinherpich München Uvachrom Photo Schloss Neuschwanstein

**Topographical Other Countries**
Australia
Austria
Baltic countries (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania)
Belgium
John Fraser Collection postcards: rough index to boxes

Bulgaria
Canada
Caribbean
Central America
China
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
Greece
Hungary
Indian Subcontinent (Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka)
Italy
Japan
Lichtenstein
Malta
Middle East (Afghanistan)
Moldova
Monaco
Near East (incl. Israel, Palestine)
Netherlands, including:
  Dutch colour cards
North Africa
Norway
Poland

**Topographical Other Countries (cont)**
Portugal, including:
  Costumes Portuguezes, Exclusive dos Grandes Armazens Herminios
Romania
Russia
South America
Southeast Asia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
USA

**Misc**
Art
Caricatures
Coaches
Coronation robes
Exhibitions
Greetings cards
Social history
Unidentified
Austria 1  WW1
Official Red Cross series incomplete set (12 – 497)

Austria 2  WW1
Official Red Cross series incomplete set (500 – 634)
Fundraising cards, misc charities

Austria 3  WW1
Patriotic
Events

Austria 4  WW1
Austro-Hungarian cards
Sentimental
Cartoons:-
   Children
   Army
   Political
   Personalities
Emperor Franz Josef
Kriegshilf Buro Charity Cards
Life at the Front – Photographic
Life at the Front – Artists impression
Naval
Greetings Cards:-
   Easter
   Christmas
   New Year

Albums

John Fraser Collection Albums (1)
Postcards and newscuttings of Bavarian Royalty, 1915 - 1921

John Fraser Collection Albums (2)
Postcards and newscuttings of Bavarian Royalty, 1920s

John Fraser Collection Albums (3)
Postcards and newscuttings of Bavarian Royalty, 1930s
John Fraser Collection postcards: rough index to boxes

John Fraser Collection Albums (4)
Postcards and newscuttings of Bavarian Royalty, 1930s – 1950s

John Fraser Collection Albums (5)
Album labelled Postukken.. International postcards relating to WWI.

John Fraser Collection Albums (6)
Album labelled Hohenzollern-Albunm. Postcards of German royalty, etc.

John Fraser Collection Albums (7)
Album of Japanese war-time postcards, 1941

John Fraser Collection Albums (8)
Album of Japanese and Chinese postcards

John Fraser Collection Albums (9)
Album labelled Postkarten. Photographs and postcards relating to Prince Rupprecht of Bavaria, 85th birthday and death, 1950s

John Fraser Collection Albums (10)
Album with Cuttings tooled on spine and label: “Helen McKie.” Contains cuttings and newsletters, mainly relating to Deltiology